
Moisture or Condensation in light
If you are having problems with a slight haze or fog on the lens of the headlight then here are a 

few things to do and check:
1)First thing is to get the light dried out. Take out all the bulbs, sockets, electronics and vents from the light then leave the 

light indoors overnight to dry out or you can use a blow dryer or heat gun on low setting waving the air inside the light to dry 

it out. Do not attempt to break the lens seal as this can void your warranty and also deem the headlight no longer DOT 

compliant

2)Check your sockets, bulb covers and any other seal to make sure they are seating against the housing and installed 

correctly. Do a complete inspection of these components to see if you identify where water might enter or where air might 

not be able to escape. You will also need to check your stock weather gaskets/seals on the sockets. Older vehicles can have 

an already crushed gasket/seal and when transferring to a new light the gasket/seal might not create a good seal against the 

housing. If you are not sure if the socket is seating correctly you can use lithium grease where the socket seals against the 

housing. You can purchase weather gaskets and lithium grease at your local auto parts store.

3)Next step is to check the vents on the lights. There are few different vents with some having a vacuum tube, some having 

cloth-like vent tape(Gore Tex tape), and some having a plastic cap. Check the vacuum tube to make sure it is not pinched or 

clogged. Make sure the vent tape is not dusty or dirty preventing the light from venting. Make sure the plastic cap is installed 

and not missing.

If light was just installed and you are having a slight haze or fog refer to Moisture ≠ Water Leaking page. If the moisture or 

condensation starts to "sweat" or "pool up" then this could be a problem with the light and contact AnzoUSA tech support.

If everything has been checked and you are still having problems and have contacted AnzoUSA tech support then contact 

your place of purchase to proceed with the warranty or return process.
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